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4 MJ DESIGNADA

ADA

ADA office chair is characterized by an increased comfort of 

use and high quality materials. It consists of the upholstered 

seat and perfectly profiled mesh backrest. It’s advantage 

is  height-adjustable lumbar support that affects  our spine 

and comfort during long working hours.
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What more, ADA is available in two configurations and has several mechanisms to choose from. 

Additional seat depth adjustment affects the ergonomics of use. The chair i salso available with 

adjustable headrest that ensures the proper support of a head and relieves the cervical spine. 

ADA model is available in white finish as well.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

115-133

46-59

52

17-22

47

ø70 50 49 28

ADA-S-Z-PREMIER ADA-S-Z-ULTRA ADA-S-ULTRAADA-S-PREMIER
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ADA WHITE

ADA WHITE is an office chair with the most fashionable 

white colour delighting with its modernity and original 

look. It  adds lightness in  an office environment 

and perfectly harmonizes with Scandinavian or  loft 

style. The model office chair is  characterized by an 

increased comfort of use and high quality materials.
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It consists of the upholstered seat and perfectly profiled mesh backrest. It’s advantage is height-

adjustable lumbar support that affects our spine and comfort during long working hours. What 

more, ADA is  available in  two configurations and has several mechanisms to  choose from. 

Additional seat depth adjustment affects the ergonomics of use. The chair is also available with 

adjustable headrest that ensures the proper support of a head and relieves the cervical spine. 

ADA model is available in black finish as well.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

115-133

46-59

52

17-22

47

ø70 50 49 28

ADA WHITE-S-Z-PREMIER ADA WHITE-S-PREMIER
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MEZZO

MEZZO is an ergonomic office chair with many features that 

affects our sitting posture. This is a combination of lightness 

and comfort, a perfect proposition for the office spaces. The 

large, upholstered and precisely profiled seat is  not only 

comfortable but also very practical. 
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The backrest is made of an innovative and breathable black mesh and is equipped with the 

height adjustable lumbar support. Thanks to the applied regulations, we can easily minimize 

the discomfort caused by prolonged desk work. MEZZO is available with synchro mechanism 

with a built-in seat slider plate. There is also an option to get this chair with adjustable headrest 

that proper head suport relieves the cervical spine.
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MEZZO-ST-Z-PREMIER MEZZO-ST-Z-ULTRA MEZZO-ST-ULTRAMEZZO-ST-PREMIER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

120-136

47-60

54

19-22

49

ø70 50 48 30



20 MJ DESIGNNEE

NEE

NEE is very solid and durable office chair adapted for everyday 

use. It perfectly fits the modern office spaces. It is equipped 

with the ergonomically profiled seat and the backrest is 

made of high quality materials.
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Height adjustable seat perfectly adapts to the user’s preferences. NEE is equipped with synchro 

mechanism with a built-in seat slider plate that the ergonomics of the seat. The chair is also 

available with adjustable headrest that provides the proper support of user’s head and relieves 

the cervical spine.
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NEE-ST-Z-PREMIER NEE-ST-Z-ULTRA NEE-ST-ULTRANEE-ST-PREMIER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

120-143

46-59

55-61

19-23

49

ø70 51 45 32
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CLLASS

CLLASS is  a  combination of  style, comfort and minimalism. 

The high quality materials combined with the sophisticated 

mechanisms in  a  very simple and effective way minimize 

the discomfort caused by  prolonged sitting for desk work. 

Available in many different colours, the armchair fits perfectly 

to a modern, loft office arrangement.
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Such a stylish and extremely comfortable chair definitely stimulates the creativity of employees 

and relaxes at  the same time. The ergonomically profiled seat and upholstered backrest bring 

a sense of elegance and harmony. The wide range of adjustments halps the chair to adapt perfectly 

to the user’s figure. CLLASS is equipped with synchro mechanism with a built-in seat slider plate 

that affects the ergonomics of the seat. The chair is also available with an adjustable headrest that 

provides the proper head support and relieves the cervical spine.
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CLLASS-ST-Z-PREMIER CLLASS-ST-Z-ULTRA CLLASS-ST-ULTRACLLASS-ST-PREMIER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

120-143

46-59

55-61

19-23

49

ø70 51 45 32
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RESS

RESS is an ergonomic swivel chair. Thanks to the used mechanisms, 

the user feels that the chair follows his every move. Every employee 

needs such a  professional and health-friendly work tool. RESS 

is also a combination of design and comfort. Thanks to its shapes, 

it will perfectly fit all office spaces. The practical, upholstered seat 

is available with any color which harmonize in the best way with 

the arrangement of the interior.
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The another advantage is the backrest made of a black, breathable membrane, which also has 

height-adjustable lumbar support. RESS is equipped with synchro mechanism with a built-in 

seat slider plate what positively affects the ergonomics of the seat. There is a possibility to add 

also the adjustable headrest which emphasizes an elegant look but also ensures the proper 

support of the head and relieves the cervical spine. The used solutions have a positive impact 

on employees efficiency and at the same time relax them. The presented model is available 

in a white version as well.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

118-136

47-60

54

17-22

49

ø70 50 47 25

RESS-ST-Z-PREMIER RESS-ST-Z-ULTRA RESS-ST-ULTRARESS-ST-PREMIER
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RESS WHITE

In the arrangement of office space, colors have also 

become a  very important element. In  recent years, 

some interiors reject the image of a typically office and 

turn into a cozy and more home-like. The workplaces 

are designed in such a way as to stimulate creativity 

and affect work efficiency. This helps to  create 

a friendly atmosphere and a good team.
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To meet these expectations, we have created the RESS WHITE model, so the whiteness combined 

with pastel upholstery. This cozy version is a perfect solution for modern and industrial rooms. 

Another advantage is the backrest made of a white membrane, which also has height-adjustable 

lumbar support. RESS is equipped with synchro mechanism with a built-in seat slider plate what 

positively affects the ergonomics of  the seat. There is  a  possibility to  add also the adjustable 

headrest which emphasizes an elegant look but also ensures the proper support of the head and 

relieves the cervical spine. The used solutions have a positive impact on employees efficiency and 

at the same time relax them.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

118-136

47-60

54

17-22

49

ø70 50 47 25

RESS WHITE-ST-Z-PREMIER RESS WHITE-ST-PREMIER
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SIGMA
SIGMA is a perfect swivel chair for every office interior. 

Height adjustable backrest of SIGMA chair is made of plastic 

that imitates mesh.
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Thanks of that it is very light and makes it look modern. A big advantage of SIGMA chair is that it 

is equipped with an adjustable lumbar support that brings relief to the back during long sitting. 

Maximum comfort is provided by a ergonomic and soft seat with wide range of adjustments.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

SIGMA-STF1-Z-PREMIER SIGMA-STF1-Z-ULTRASIGMA-STF1-PREMIER SIGMA-STF1-ULTRA

121-131

47-57

58

16

46

ø70 50 47 20



44 MJ DESIGNROYCE

ROYCE

Class, elegance and ergonomics -  there are three the most 

important features describing the ROYCE armchair. The chair 

is very representative, so it will perfectly complete the interior 

of  the management’s office and other spaces. Innovative 

mechanisms and regulations have a  positive impact on  the 

posture while sitting. The upholstered seat is  made of  high 

density foam.
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These elements combined with the backrest, which is characterized by a delicate, black mesh 

covering, make ROYCE an  excellent choice for people who spend most of  the day sitting. 

The strong point of  this model is  the lumbar support with depth adjustment. The product 

is also distinguished by the ability to adjust the height of the backrest to the customer’s figure. 

The synchro mechanism used with the built-in seat slider plate allows you to adjust the chair 

to  the user and his comfort. The chair is  available also with adjustable headrest which adds 

an elegant look but most of all ensures the head support and relieves the cervical spine.
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ROYCE-ST-Z-PREMIER ROYCE-ST-Z-ULTRA ROYCE-ST-ULTRAROYCE-ST-PREMIER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

120-140

45-55

57-62

18-23

45

ø70 50 48 28
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TAURI

The contemporary design of the TAURI chair combined with 

a trendy colour easily fits into the modern arrangement of 

the room. A big advantage is the backrest made of a black 

mesh which allows air flow.
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This definitely brings relief to your back during a long sitting. High comfort is additionally 

provided by a wide and well-profiled seat. The chair is equipped with all necessary mechanisms, 

what plays a key role in keeping the proper posture while sitting. TAURI is undoubtedly created 

for fans of the unique style combined with ergonomics.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

87-97
40-50

47

50

ø70 49 46

50

49

50 50 46

TAURI-FLP/B

TAURI-MF-PREMIER TAURI-MF-ULTRA
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JUST UP

JUST UP  is an  armchair made of  high quality materials. 

The solid construction, sophisticated and midle range 

of adjustments make long-term desk work much more 

pleasant. The seat is not only soft, well profiled but also very 

comfortable. The advantage of this model both  is the sides 

upholstered backrest. 
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Its large dimensions ensure stabilization and support of  the spine. JUST UP is available with 

two types of mechanisms, you can choose from: synchro and synchro with built-in seat slider 

plate. This element additionally affects the ergonomics of the seat. Depth adjustment of the 

seat affenst the comfort of ure. An innovative solution used in JUST UP chair is an upholstered 

hesdrest, adjustable in hight and additionaly equpped with a hanger makes the chair not only 

much more comfortable but practical as well.
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JUST UP-F/CR/AR JUST UP-O

JUST UP-S-Z-PREMIER JUST UP-S-Z-ULTRA JUST UP-S-ULTRAJUST UP-S-PREMIER

JUST UP-O/CR-AR

DIMENSIONS (cm)

118-136

47-61

54

17-21

46

ø70 49 47 25

50

46

49 53 46

51

47

56 49 46
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JUST Y

JUST Y  presents the lightness combined with the 

modern design. The chair has a  large upholstered seat 

and a well-profiled backrest. The backrest is made of an 

innovative and breathable black mesh. Its advantage 

is  height-adjustable lumbar support, that affects the 

position of the spine while sitting.
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JUST Y is available in a configuration with the synchro mechanism and the synchro mechanism 

with the seat sliding format. It allous to adjust the distance between the seat and backrest. 

An innovative solution used in JUST UP chair is an upholstered hesdrest, adjustable in hight 

and additionaly equpped with a hanger makes the chair not only much more comfortable but 

practical as well. This model is available also with the lower upholstered backrest JUST UP M and 

as a comference model.
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61MJ DESIGN JUST Y

DIMENSIONS (cm)

120-138

47-61

56

17-21

46

ø70 49 47 25

JUST Y-S-Z-ULTRA JUST Y-S-ULTRA

JUST Y-F/CR/AR JUST Y-O/CR-AR JUST Y-O

JUST Y-S-Z-PREMIER JUST Y-S-PREMIER

50

57

49 47 47

51

57

49 49 47
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VEYRON

The VEYRON chair is a combination of style and elegance. 

It stands out from other models with its characteristic side 

stitching. It is a perfect solution for fans of upholstered 

chairs. 
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The wide and comfortable seat and backrest are covered with high quality fabrics. The chair 

perfectly adapts to the user’s posture and improves working comfort. VEYRON is equipped 

with a self – weighing synchro mechanism that adjust the tenssion depending on the user’s 

weight. Additionally it can be equipped with a fixed polyurethane headrest. 
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VEYRON-SW-Z-PREMIER VEYRON-SW-Z-ULTRA VEYRON-SW-ULTRAVEYRON-SW-PREMIER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

122-139

46-56

56

20-27

45

ø70 50 46 29
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VEYRON Y

For the mesh backrests enthusiasts, we have created 

the VEYRON Y  chair that captivates with its elegant 

form combined with finesse. This solution provides the 

better airflow, and the hours of desk work become more 

comfortable. 
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The wide and comfortable seat is covered with high quality fabrics. An additional advantage 

of VEYRON Y is a lumbar support that can bee adjusted in height. The armchair adapts perfectly 

to the user’s figure and positively affects his posture. VEYRON Y is equipped with a self-weighing 

synchro mechanism, that automatically adjusts the tension depending on the user̀ s weight. 

Additionally the chair can be equipped with an adjustable headrest.
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VEYRON Y-S-Z-PREMIER VEYRON Y-S-Z-ULTRA VEYRON Y-S-ULTRAVEYRON Y-S-PREMIER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

122-139

46-56

56

20-27

45

ø70 50 46 29
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SIG
The simple form and high comfortability will satisfy all 

highly demanding customers whom value the simplicity 

and ergonomic solutions.
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The upholstered seat and backrest will provide colour and brightness to the your interior. 

Adjustable in height and wide seat offers the possibility to find the most comfortable position. 

The SIG model is also available with an adjustable headrest or in the conference model.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

115-142

48-60

49-56

18-26

45

ø68 49 43 24

47
83

36

49 52 47

SIG VISITOR-F/CR SIG VISITOR-F SIG VISITOR-F/CR-AR SIG VISITOR-F-AR

SIG H-ZM/ASY-T1-Z SIG H-ZM/ASY-T1 SIG M-ZC
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MAKARY

MAKARY characterized by lightness, quality and 

comfortability. It is simple design gives a classic look. 

Backrest is made of breathable mesh. In addition to a soft 

and wide upholstered seat that positively affects the users 

comfortability.
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The wide range of upholstery colors help MAKARY chair to perfectly fit any office space. Every 

employee needs such ergonomic and health – friendly chair at work. That is why MAKARY 

chair is equipped with a modern mechanisms that follows every user needs. MAKARY chair is 

available with and upholstered headrest with a clothes hanger which makes it more practical. 
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MAKARY-ST-Z-PREMIER MAKARY-ST-Z-ULTRA MAKARY-ST-ULTRAMAKARY-ST-PREMIER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

122-143

44-54

59-65

19-24

46

ø70 51 45 28
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PASSION
PASSION captivates with its minimalism and ergonomics. 

One of its advantages is the wide backrest, made of 

an innovative and breathable black mesh.
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This important element of the chair completely recognizes the user’s shape adapting to his 

silhouette. The comfort is also assured by the large, incredibly soft and carefully made seat. 

The mentioned model supplemented with selected mechanisms and regulations reduce the 

ailments caused by prolonged work at the desk to a minimum.
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PASSION-SPASSION-ZC/ASY-T1

DIMENSIONS (cm)

99-113
41-50

58-63

46

ø68 50 46

PASSION-ZC/ASY-T1
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DELTA

DELTA is a chair characterized by modernity, comfort and high 

production quality. Thanks to its shapes, it’s a perfect choice 

for any office space. The practical, upholstered seat is available 

with any colour to fit in the best way the arrangement of the 

interior.
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Another advantage of  DELTA is  its backrest made of  a  black, breathable membrane with 

a  height adjustment mechanism. Additionally, the chair is  available with a  self-weighing 

synchro mechanism. Such perfectly selected elements make the comfort of  our work 

definitely increased. The spine exposed to  several hours of  work in  the office is  relieved. 

The presented model is also available in white version.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

99-119
44-58

55-61

48

ø70 50 51

DELTA-F/CR/AR

DELTA-SW-PREMIER DELTA-SW-ULTRA

48
95-101

47-53

48 46 45
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DELTA WHITE

An ergonomic chair should be the basis of a well-

equipped office. If you are looking for a combination 

of  ergonomics and modernity, DELTA WHITE 

is created just for you. The whiteness of the chair 

fits perfectly with other colours making the choice 

of  the other equipment easier. Attractive design 

affects the creativity of  employees and attracts 

the customers.
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DELTA WHITE is a chair characterized by modernity, comfort and high production quality. Thanks 

to its shapes, it’s a perfect choice for any office space. The practical, upholstered seat is available 

with any colour to  fit in  the best way the arrangement of  the interior. Another advantage 

of DELTA WHITE is its backrest made of a white, breathable membrane with a height adjustment 

mechanism. Additionally, the chair is available with a self-weighing synchro mechanism. Such 

perfectly selected elements make the comfort of our work definitely increased. The spine exposed 

to several hours of work in the office is relieved. The presented model is also available in black 

version.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

99-119
44-58

55-61

48

ø70 50 51

DELTA WHITE-SW-PREMIER DELTA WHITE-F/CR/AR

48
95-101

47-53

48 46 45
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ACURA

ACURA chair perfectly combines between elegance and 

simplicity. Thanks to  it’s simple design which perfectly fits 

any office space. The proper interior arrangement increases 

the efficiency of work. Additionally, ACURA is equipped with 

a wide seat adapting to any user.
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The other positive feature is  the upholstered backrest with a  height adjustment mechanism. 

ACURA is created for users demands who appreciate ergonomic solutions and esthetic simplicity. 

The chair is equipped with all necessary mechanisms ensuring the proper posture while sitting. 

ACURA is also available in a managerial configuration with an adjustable headrest.
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ACURA-ST-Z-PREMIER ACURA-ST-PREMIER ACURA-ST-Z-ULTRA ACURA-ST-ULTRA

DIMENSIONS (cm)

120-140

46-56

52-62

22

45

ø70 49 44 28
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ARUBA

ARUBA is  a  chair characterized by its simplicity and 

functionality. One of its most important features is safety. The 

chair’s solid construction allows a load capacity up to 150 kg. 

A well-upholstered seat with different mechanisms and the 

indispensable lumbar support ensure the correct user posture.
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Additionally, we  offer a  synchro mechanism to  Aruba chair to  increase comfort and ensure 

comfortability during long hours of  work spent in  the office. The seat is  also equipped with 

a  slider plate, which allows to  adjust the seat depth. ARUBA is  also available with a  headrest. 

It adds elegance and provides head support and relieves the cervical spine.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

122-139

50-57

48-55

21

46

ø70 50 43 27

49

52

46 50 43

ARUBA-ST-Z-ULTRA ARUBA-ST-ULTRA

ARUBA-O/CR

ARUBA-ST-Z-PREMIER ARUBA-ST-PREMIER
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OMEGA

OMEGA chair is a combination of comfortability and lightness. 

Such a simple style is an ideal proposition for use in the office 

spaces. The large and upholstered seat is  very comfortable 

and practical. Additionally, thanks to  its construction it  is 

resistant to high loads. 
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The backrest is  characterized by  a  light and modern form imitating a  mesh with the height 

adjustment. OMEGA is equipped with a self-weighing synchro mechanism, thanks to which the 

intensity adjustment occurs automatically depending on the user’s weight. The presented model 

is also available in a white version.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

100-119
44-57

56-62

49

ø70 50 47

OMEGA-F/CR/AR

OMEGA-SW-PREMIER OMEGA-SW-ULTRA

48
95-101

47-53

48 46 45
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OMEGA WHITE

Due to current  trend, traditional black OMEGA’s 

components have been replaced with their 

white counterparts. This is how OMEGA WHITE 

has been created. The presented model 

is  characterized not only by  comfort and 

lightness, but also by modernity. 
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This innovative treatment gave it a much milder character, thanks to which it a great solution 

for every interior, as well as in retro and industrial style. The large and upholstered seat is very 

comfortable and practical. Additionally, thanks to its construction it is resistant to high loads. The 

backrest is characterized by a light and modern form imitating a mesh with the height adjustment. 

OMEGA is equipped with a self-weighing synchro mechanism, aoutomatically adjusts the tension 

depending on the user’s weight. The presented model is also available in the black version.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

100-119
44-57

56-62

49

ø70 50 47

OMEGA WHITE-SW-PREMIER OMEGA WHITE-F/CR/AR

48
95-101

47-53

48 46 45
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ELANI

Elani is a classic and simple swivel chair. It is distinguished 

with it̀ s upholstered backrest on both sides (Front&back) 

which gives i tan extra elegant look, in addition to it̀ s soft and 

well-upholstered seat gives Elani an additional value as well. 
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The chair is equipped with all necessary mechanism which make it more ergonomic and 

comfortable. Elani is available with a headrest which provide a head support and relieve 

a cervical spine.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

128-150

48-58

60-64

20-28

45

ø70 49 48 32

ELANI-STF1-Z-ULTRA ELANI-STF1-ULTRAELANI-STF1-Z-PREMIER ELANI-STF1-PREMIER
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ELANI Y

Although the choice of chair should be guided primarily 

by comfort and ergonomics, you can not forget about the 

aesthetic value. For the fans of the mesh backrest we have 

created the chair ELANI Y, which fits perfectly in rooms with 

a modern design.
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This model has a soft and well-profiled seat, and its large dimensions definitely affect the 

comfort of sitting. ELANI Y is equipped with all necessary mechanisms that play a key role 

in maintaining the proper body posture while sitting. ELANI Y is also available with a mesh 

headrest. This model breaks the traditional, boring form of an office chair.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

124-148

46-56

59-65

19-26

46

ø70 49 49 31

ELANI Y-SWF1-Z-PREMIER ELANI Y-SWF1-Z-ULTRA ELANI Y-SWF1-ULTRAELANI Y-SWF1-PREMIER
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KAPPA

Original form and interesting round shapes. This is what 

characterizes the KAPPA swivel chair, which will add a touch of 

modernity to any space. Very soft, upholstered seat combined 

with a mesh backrest, provide high comfort.
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The selection of innovative mechanisms allows you to adjust the chair to a wide group of users. 

The lumbar support is also a strong point of this model. The chair is also available in a managerial 

version with an adjustable headrest.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

121-131

47-57

58

16

46

ø70 50 47 20

KAPPA-SWF1-T2-Z-PREMIER KAPPA-SWF1-T2-PREMIER KAPPA-SWF1-T2-Z-ULTRA KAPPA-SWF1-T2-ULTRA
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XS
High comfort of seating combined with trendy color and 

a classic shape. SX is the perfect solution for all fans of 

simplicity. Additionally, its look fits any office space.
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The seat and backrest, covered with a soft foam, make long-lasting work at the desk much 

more comfortable. The chair is equipped with all necessary mechanisms, what plays a key role 

in keeping the proper posture while sitting.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

96-115
46-58

50-57

44

ø63 45 42

XS-ZC/ASY XS-ZC
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XS WHITE

If you are looking for a combination of ergonomics and 

modernity SX WHITE is created just for you. The chair in 

white colours combined with the trendy fabric colours will 

perfectly fit into the interior of a modern office.
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The seat and backrest, covered with a soft foam, make long-lasting work at the desk much 

more pleasant. The chair is equipped with all necessary mechanisms, what plays a key role in 

keeping the proper posture while sitting.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

96-115
46-58

50-57

44

ø63 45 42

XS WHITE-ZC
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MADURA M

MADURA M is a very elegant chair with a modern design. 

It is characterized by its design and precisely made finishing. 

The chair’s seat and backrest are very comfortable and 

provide the proper spine support. 
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Using a  synchro mechanism with the built-in seat slider plate ensures all needed chair 

adjustments. The user can adjust the chair   to  his individual preferences. MADURA M  is 

an  ergonomic swivel chair which will meet the requirements of  even the most demanding 

customers. The model is also available in a version with a higher backrest MADURA H.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

99-117
51-64

48-53

ø70 50 43

46

MADURA M-ST-PREMIER MADURA M-ST-ULTRA
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MADURA H

MADURA H is a very elegant chair with a modern design. It is 

characterized by  its design and precisely made finishing. 

The chair’s seat and backrest are very comfortable and 

provide the proper spine support.
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Using a  synchro mechanism with the built-in seat slider plate ensures all needed chair 

adjustments. The user can adjust the chair   to  his individual preferences. MADURA H 

is an ergonomic swivel chair which will meet the requirements of even the most demanding 

customers. The model is also available in a version with a lower backrest MADURA M.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

121-142
51-64

70-78

ø70 50 42

46

MADURA H-ST-PREMIER MADURA H-ST-ULTRA
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LAMBDA
For the fans of  upholstered backrests, we  have created 

a unique swivel chair - LAMBDA.  The two-sided quilts gives 

a modern and warm look. 
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LAMBDA chair available colors will perfectly match any work space. LAMBDA has been designed 

especially for office spaces. It is distinguished by it’s simple form of the seat equipped with all 

necessary mechanisms and adjustments which make the product more ergonomic and allow 

users to feel more comfortable during long work hours.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

ø66 50 47

105-121
50-60

55-61

46

LAMBDA-S+T-PLUS-LUX LAMBDA-O/CR LAMBDA-F/CR/AR-LUX

47

38

44 45 45

47

55-61

46 50 47
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LAMBDA Y

LAMBDA Y is a chair designed especially for office spaces. 

The characteristic feature is an interesting, profiled form of 

backrest, which gives relief to the tired back. Additionally, 

the backrest is made of a black mesh ensuring free air flow. 

The model is also characterized by a simple form of the seat.
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With the upholstery available with many colours, it will certainly fit in any interior. LAMBDA Y is 

equipped with all necessary mechanisms and adjustments which fully make the product ergonomic. 

This model is available in three possible variants: LAMBDA Y M with a comfortable backrest of 

standard height, LAMBDA Y H with a high backrest ensuring the support of the head and cervical 

spine, as well as in the conference version LAMBDA Y on a 4-leg frame or cantilever frame.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

109-125

LAMBDA Y-M

LAMBDA Y-H

50-60

59-65

46 ø68 50 47

126-142
50-60

80-86

46 ø68 50 47

LAMBDA Y-M-S LAMBDA Y-H-S

LAMBDA Y-F/CR/AR LAMBDA Y-F/AR LAMBDA Y-O/CR

47

38

44 45 45

47

59-65

46 50 47
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SOON

The stylish look of  the SOON swivel chair suits all modern 

interiors. It provides a high level of comfort and style. As  it 

gives an  elegant style to  the offices, efficiency and clarity 

of mind.
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Additionally, SOON is equipped with a wide seat which suits any user. SOON characterized with 

it’s backrest which is upholstered on both sides. SOON is certainly created for lovers of the unique 

design. The chair equipped with a synchro mechanism which ensures the user ergonomic, and 

maintain the correct body posture.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

101-114
44-57

57

ø70 51 47

47

SOON-S4-PREMIER SOON-S4-ULTRA
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NOW
Functionality and esthetic appearance make NOW chair 

very popular. It  is characterized by  it’s   large, soft seat and 

it’s backrest made of a breathable mesh.
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The standard swivel version is an excellent choice for employees whom working in an open 

workspace. NOW will definitely improve users well-being and break the traditional and boring 

forms of office chairs. NOW swivel chair equipped with all needed mechanisms to make it more 

ergonomic and to meet with all user expectations.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

97-112
48-58

49-54

44

ø70 46 45

46

53

44 46 45

NOW-O/CR

NOW-ZC/ASY-T-ULTRA NOW-ZC

NOW-ZC/ASY-T-ULTRA
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TIME
TIME is a very comfortable and modern swivel chair model. It is 

characterized by  it’s simplicity and unique design. Perfectly 

fits any space. 
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Regarding the comfort of our customers, we have equipped the chair with a wide, soft and well 

profiled upholstered seat. The backrest made of a breathable mesh with a height adjustable 

lumbar support which is an extra advantage as well. TIME’s swivel chair configuration is available 

in a synchro mechanism, which positively affects the user comfortability.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

104-117
50-63

54

46

ø64 50 48

TIME-S4-PLUS TIME-S4
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ERGO
COMFORT

ERGO COMFORT is a solid chair adapted to everyday use with 

a  load capacity up to 150kg. The model captivates with its 

simplicity and configurations. It will perfectly complement 

the office space as well as the working room at home. 
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To increase comfort and ensure well-being during several hours of work spent at the desk, ERGO 

COMFORT is equipped with an upholstered and comfortable seat. The strong point of this model 

is the backrest that is made of a  high quality fabric and can also be equipped with an adjustable 

lumbar support. ERGO COMFORT is available in several configurations and each of the selected 

form perfectly affects the correct posturę of the users. ERGO COMFORT chair is adapted to be 

used for use 24 hours a day and 7 days a week with maximum load capavity up to 150 kg.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

102-123
49-63

53-60

46

ø69 50 45

ERGO COMFORT-ZC-T ERGO COMFORT-ZC/ASY-T
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IDA H

IDA H is an innovative swivel armchair. The seat, backrest and 

armrests are covered with a soft, flexible polyurethane foam 

that provides unique sense of comfort during use. The high 

backrest with headrest ensures an ergonomic body position.
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The mechanism ensures the possibility to  adjust the chair to  your own preferences that   

guarantee ergonomic work conditions for many hours. The IDA H armchair looks modern and 

is recommended for the waiting rooms, offices, coffee shops and hotels. The IDA H armchair 

can be complemented by the IDA armchair collection.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

129-143

46-58

86

53

ø70 44 64

IDA H-SF-PREMIER
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IDA
IDA is a very elegant armchair with a classic style. Thanks to it̀ s 

simple form it will fit in with any interior. Unique shape of the 

soft seat and backrest ensure the highest comfort of use.
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The IDA armchair is available with 5 unique bases. The selection of the base significantly affects its 

appearance, so that you can adjust the character of the chair to the arrangement of the furnished 

interior. The IDA armchair can be complemented by the innovative IDA H swivel armchair.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

80
45

35

44

ø50 38 58

IDA-BS4L IDA-BSR

IDA-F4/WD

IDA-FE/CR IDA-FL/CR
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BEE

The BEE collection is  a  set of  comfortable and modernist 

armchairs. Wide, soft and rounded seats and backrests are very 

well shaped. This model is available in two versions as BEE M and 

BEE H, both of them are comfortable and ergonomic.
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The BEE POUF version, in combination with an armchair it is a perfect proposition for an informal 

meetings or  relaxing places. The covers for all versions of  BEE are sewn. The BEE collection 

apart from its usability can be  also treated as  a  decorative element of  modern interiors. It  is 

recommended for the offices, hotels, coffee shops, waiting rooms and relaxing spaces.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

76
42

38

45

BEE M BEE H BEE POUF

ø52 48 76

100
42

64

45 ø52 48 76
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IBRA

IBRA is  a  comfortable armchair with a moulded. It̀ s 

seat, backrest and armrests are covered  soft and flexible 

polyurethane foam that provides a unique sense of comfort 

during use.
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IBRA armchair is  available with 5  different and unique bases. The selection of  the base 

significantly affects its appearance, so  that you can adjust the character of  the chair to  the 

arrangement of the furnished interior. IBRA chairs are recommended for waiting rooms, offices, 

coffee shops and hotels.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

85
51

37

43

IBRA-BS4L IBRA-BSR IBRA-FE/CR IBRA-FL/CR

IBRA-FR/WD

45 62
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BRETTA
The simplycity and modernity in  combination with 

an elegance are the key words that undoubtedly reflect the 

nature of the BRETTA armchair. 
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Unique shape of the soft seat and back ensure the highest comfort of use. BRETTA armchair 

is  available with 5  different and unique bases. The selection of  the base significantly affects 

its appearance, so  that you can adjust the character of  the chair to  the arrangement of  the 

furnished interior.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

BRETTA-BS4L BRETTA-BSR BRETTA-FL/CRBRETTA-FE/CR

BRETTA-F4/WD

46
82

40

43 44 52
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ICK

ICK is  a  comfortable and stylish armchair .  This model is 

moulded by soft and flexible polyurethane foam ensuring 

comfort during use. ICK armchair is available with 5 different 

and unique bases.
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The selection of  the base significantly affects its appearance, so  that you can adjust the 

character of the chair to the arrangement of the furnished interior. Its shape perfectly fits the 

spaces inspired by modern design. ICK armchair is recommended to the waiting rooms, offices 

or hotels.
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DIMENSIONS (cm)

80
47

38

41

ICK-BS4L ICK-BSR ICK-FL/CRICK-FE/CR

ICK-F4/WD

42 65
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NOTES

This catalog does not constitute an offer, it is for informational purposes only.
The colors of plastic / paint / fabric listed in the catalog may differ from the actual color and are only illustrative.
The dimensions given in the catalog may differ from the actual dimensions of products (+/- 2%).
The manufacturer reserves the right to change the specifications of the products or to withdraw certain products from the offer.
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